KING 1000 First Year Seminar.* This course is designed to assist students in making the transition to university by providing them with an introduction to King and equipping them with skills and strategies for success in the areas of intellectual development, social growth, and vocational accomplishment.......................................................... 1 s.h.  
*Not designed for transfer

KING 1500 Introduction to Higher Education.* This course is designed to equip students with strategies and skills to assist them in achieving success academically as well as professionally and personally. The course is intended to challenge students to examine their understanding and assumptions about themselves and their educational journey, particularly in the context of Christian higher education. Students will also learn about distinctive aspects of King while exploring the ideas of service and vocation in relation to the University’s mission “to building meaningful lives of achievement and cultural transformation in Christ.......................................................... 4 s.h.  
*Not designed for transfer

KING 2000 Transfer Year Seminar.* This course will focus on academic skills, engagement with campus life, and transitional success; it will also present strategies for overall spiritual and social growth directly related to the transfer student’s experience. This course is offered as pass/fail.......................................................... 1 s.h.  
*Not designed for transfer

KING 3000 Cross-Cultural Experience. The cross-cultural experience allows students to confront their own presuppositions about what culture is and what culture means. The experience also helps students broaden their awareness and appreciation of diverse cultures. It seeks to prepare them to operate more thoughtfully in a world that is increasingly interconnected. As students encounter other cultures, they may realize ways to interact creatively to meet needs they see and will also realize that new situations transform them.......................................................... 0 s.h.

KING 4000 (F/S) Christian Faith and Social Responsibility.* This course serves as the capstone of a student’s time at King and should be taken during the senior year. It seeks to tie together the experiences of students throughout the disciplines and provide them with a common forum to explore issues related to a variety of topics. It challenges them to think critically about ways to integrate faith and learning as they leave campus and enter the working world.......................................................... 1 s.h.  
Co-requisite: KING 4020  
*Not designed for transfer

KING 4020 (F/S) OAK. All students on all delivery platforms in undergraduate major programs and students in the Associate of Arts program must take OAK, which stands for Outcomes Assessment at King. The test is the mandatory Comprehensive Assessment for general education. OAK is a test that students take through Blackboard in their graduation semester. Students’ transcripts will indicate that the comprehensive assessment
requirement has been fulfilled. Any student who does not meet the requirement for comprehensive assessment of general education will not graduate until the requirement has been met..........................................................0 s.h.